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sometimes people decide to leave their lived-in, homely 
places and set off for long travels. what makes them do so? 
Authors of this funny photostory attempted to give an answer 
for this question.
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Of course, not a single normal person 
will want to leave his warm and 

comfortable armchair just for nothing.



Moreover, to come to a wild place,  
and to live...



…even difficult to explain where.



And for all this, have a doubtful joy  
of observing at 4 o’clock in the morning 

some birdie’s baggie inflate... 



…a far-off desert bloom  
with “bright colors”,...



…or some exotic horribles fall 
asleep peacefully on the sand.



No way. This phenomenon  
should have a rather scientific,  

medical explanation. 



And here it is. All this — is an effect  
of a virus, which is called “wind of travels”.



It penetrates our house, if we ventilate 
it too often or intercommunicate 

with those already sick.



Namely this virus can add colours 
to a scary shark turning it to a cute fish, 



…and a dog-house-sized building  
seems to be a beautiful, fairy-tale house. 



So, if suddenly you want to travel 
somewhere, it means the virus  

has come into you and it must be  
drawn out quickly.



There is a number of efficient 
treatment procedures. 

The most reliable remedy — is to start 
watching a TV, a news programs especially.



Then, a continuous sitting 
at a computer helps a lot. 



Not bad else is a walk  
for some shopping...



…or a stroll among  
the skyscrapers.



Well,  
if all of these  

is not near you,  
some selfies photos  

may be made as  
a preventive measure.



Also, some people,  
who are not sick seriously,  
can feel the improvement  
near with various  
sculptures.



For example,  
if someone has  

a strong traction  
for fishes, a fish  

sculpture must  
be installed nearby  

his house,



…and, if traction for animals — 
a sculpture of a cute animal. 



If the virus of travels  
is not treated at all, it will progress  
and may develop into an acute form  

and then, the TV itself will get injured,



… as well, as other things  
of civilization.



The virus of travels is very infectious. 
It may spread quickly to close relatives,...



…or to some plain fellow travelers  
in a metro.



Although, the children  
are the most sensitive to it.



That is why, it is very important  
to scare them away from the virus  
of travels timely and inventively.



And generally,  
the children must think  

more about business  
and career, as not to be  
distracted by any kind 

of unwisdom.



So mainly,  
it is very  
important  
not lose heart. 
And then,  
we certainly  
will set  
for this virus…



…a serious
barrier!
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Sometimes people decide to leave 
their lived-in, homely places 
and set off for long travels. 

What makes them do so? 

Authors of this funny photostory 
attempted to give an answer 

for this question.


